
 
2022 Summit and Research Symposium Keynote Sessions 

April 7-8, 2022 | French Lick, IN 

 

Opening Keynote | Thursday, April 7, 2022 

More than Another Chair at the Table: Centering 
Community Knowledge 

Presenter: Dr. Rachael Shah, Associate Professor of 
Composition and Rhetoric at the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, and author of Rewriting Partnerships: Community 
Perspectives on Community-Based Learning 

Many of the most powerful insights about community-based 
teaching and research come from community partners themselves—
not only non-profit staff, but also the clients directly impacted by the 

partnerships, such as adult literacy learners or queer youth.  These participants are true experts in 
community-university partnerships, but their knowledge is often untapped or difficult to access.  In this 
keynote, Dr. Rachael Shah will explore the transformative potential of community-based knowledge for 
both teaching and research, drawing from interviews of over 80 community partners to build a rationale 
for centering—not just including—community insights. Shah will dive into the practical questions of how 
to rework partnerships to access and build from this knowledge.  The presentation will feature the 
voices of community members themselves, as they offer stories and insights about the dynamics of 
working with university students and researchers. In addition to data from the interview study, Shah will 
share personal experiences from her own attempts to reimagine partnerships in light of community 
perspectives, including the ethical challenges, failures, and unexpected moments of connection that 
arose along the way. The talk will touch on concrete strategies for redesigning partnerships to 
structurally center community voices, including community advisory boards and participatory 
evaluation.  Unsettling common assumptions about who can create knowledge about community-
engaged teaching and research, Shah will offer an invitation for attendees to consider how to more 
deeply draw on the community-based expertise in their own partnerships. 

 

 

 

https://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=71954420&msgid=2691656&act=GEB7&c=948686&destination=https%3A%2F%2Fupcolorado.com%2Futah-state-university-press%2Fitem%2F3777-rewriting-partnerships%29&cf=26611&v=b6200816776484dbaa9f688b1bc79be5439447040809ae4fd7478fff2ed441c3
https://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=71954420&msgid=2691656&act=GEB7&c=948686&destination=https%3A%2F%2Fupcolorado.com%2Futah-state-university-press%2Fitem%2F3777-rewriting-partnerships%29&cf=26611&v=b6200816776484dbaa9f688b1bc79be5439447040809ae4fd7478fff2ed441c3


Closing Keynote Panel | Friday, April 8, 2022 

Guiding Our Path Forward: A conversation with Indiana's leading publicly-
engaged scholars 

Join us for an inspiring conversation with some of Indiana's leading community engagement scholar-
practitioners as they explore the conference theme and how they have already been working to 
implement and embed critical community engagement practices throughout their public scholarship and 
daily work. Questions from the audience are welcome. 

Panelists:  

• Dr. Darryl Heller, assistant professor of women's and gender studies and the director of the Civil 
Right Heritage Center at IU South Bend 

• Dr. Kiesha Warren-Gordon, associate professor of criminal justice and criminology and director 
of the African American studies program at Ball State University 

• Mark Latta, assistant professor and co-chair of the department of English and director of 
community engagement at Marian University 

Moderator:  

• Dr. Khaula Murtadha, associate vice chancellor for community engagement at IUPUI 
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